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Abstract— Robots built from cable-driven tensegrity
(‘tension-integrity’) structures have many of the advantages
of soft robots, such as flexibility and robustness, while still
obeying simple statics and dynamics models. However, existing
tensegrity modeling approaches cannot natively describe
robots with arbitrary rigid bodies in their tension network.
This work presents a method to calculate the cable tensions
in static equilibrium for such tensegrity robots, here defined
as compound tensegrity. First, a static equilibrium model
for compound tensegrity robots is reformulated from the
standard force density method used with other tensegrity
structures. Next, we pose the problem of calculating tension
forces in the robot’s cables under our proposed model. A
solution is proposed as a quadratic optimization problem
with practical constraints. Simulations illustrate how this
inverse statics optimization problem can be used for both
the design and control of two different compound tensegrity
applications: a spine robot and a quadruped robot built from
that spine. Finally, we verify the accuracy of the inverse statics
model through a hardware experiment, demonstrating the
feasibility of low-error open-loop control using our proposed
methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft robots have been shown to outperform traditional
rigid robots in a number of tasks relating to manipulation,
human interaction, and locomotion [1]. Rigid robots typically
require large, heavy mechanisms and precise actuation along-
side sophisticated algorithms for environmental interaction.
In contrast, the natural compliance of soft robots allows
for lower mass, bio-inspired actuation, and inherently safe
interactions without active control [2].

A recent alternative to either soft or rigid robots are tenseg-
rity (‘tension-integrity’) systems, built with rigid elements
suspended in a network of flexible cables [3]. Tensegrity
robots are compliant [4] and lightweight [5] like soft robots,
and can exhibit complex motions with minimal actuation
[6]. In addition, tensegrities can also be modeled with rigid-
body statics and dynamics [7], [8], [3], avoiding complex
approaches from continuum mechanics [9], beam theory
[10], [11], or other elastica [12], [13] found in soft systems.

However, current mathematical frameworks for tensegrity
robots are limited to single, uniaxial compression members
(‘bars’) in their network [7], [8], [3], [14]. Though these
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Fig. 1: Simulations of a quadruped robot with a tensegrity
spine (a compound tensegrity) in extension and flexion
poses. The inverse statics optimization program was used to
calculate the tensions of the cables (red) that keep the spine
vertebrae and hips/shoulders (black) in static equilibrium.

‘bars-only’ robots have shown innovative motions [15], [16],
[17], [18], practical challenges abound. These designs often
result in a large number of bars and cables [18], making
design and fabrication challenging, with potential for much
manufacturing error [19] and extremely tight space con-
straints on actuators and sensors [4]. As a result, many of the
more complex ‘bars-only’ tensegrities have only been tested
in simulation or artificial testbeds [15]. Most importantly,
this paradigm disallows many useful bio-inspired geometries,
enforcing artificial constraints on the structures’ shapes.

As a result, much recent work has dispensed with this
limitation, and instead has used arbitrary rigid bodies in
their tension network for closer bio-inspiration [20], [21],
[5], [22], [23] and simpler actuation [24], [6]. We define
these as compound tensegrities. A compound tensegrity can
be modeled by bars that are rigidly compounded together to
create more complex shapes. To our knowledge, no unifying
mathematical model exists for compound tensegrity robots.

This work presents the first results on general physics-
based modeling, design, and control systems for compound
tensegrity robots. The contributions presented here include a
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static equilibrium model (Sec. III), equilibrium cable tension
optimization process (Sec. IV), simulations for design (Fig.
1 and Sec. V), and experimental validation of an open-
loop controller on hardware (Sec. VI). This work is inspired
partially by the inverse statics concept presented in [25],
and provides a rigorous mathematical basis for the ongoing
expansion of the field.

II. PRIOR WORK

Tensegrity structures consist of rigid bodies suspended
in a network of cables in tension such that the bodies do
not contact each other [3]. For a ‘Class-1’ tensgrity, only
disconnected thin bars are allowed as bodies. Under an
expanded definition of ‘Class-K’ tensegrities, up to K thin
bars can connect at pin joints [14]. Our paper considers the
case when a Class-K tensegrity instead has rigid joints where
its bars connect, allowing arbitrary compound rigid bodies to
exist in the network. For this reason, compound tensegrities
sacrifice the high strength-to-weight ratio found in Class-1-
to-K structures, though the forces on most tensegrity robots
are sufficiently small to neglect this consideration.

A number of modeling techniques exist for Class-1 and
Class-K tensegrities, both for statics [7] and dynamics [8].
The statics models allow designers to simultaneously solve
for an equilibrium pose of a tensegrity robot alongside a
set of equilibrium cable tensions, a process known as form-
finding [26], [27]. Solving for the cable tensions given a
pose is termed the inverse statics problem [28] and is often
solved using the force-density method [29], which relies
upon the pin-jointed property of Class-K tensegrities absent
from compound tensegrities.

This work proposes a static equilibrium model as an initial
framework for the design and control of compound tensegrity
robots. Although it has been shown that closed-loop control
of tensegrity robots using dynamics models is feasible [30],
[31], statics models have also been successful in open-loop
[32], [33]. Statics-based control is also used with other soft
continuum robots [9]. This work exploits the structure of
compound tensegrities to formulate a quadratic program for
the purpose of similar open-loop control. Though it is pos-
sible to transform a compound tensegrity into an equivalent
Class-K tensegrity for modeling [14], the proposed method
does not require changing the geometry of the robot.

Two different compound tensegrity robots are studied
in this work: a spine robot (Fig. 2, 3), and a quadruped
robot built with that spine (Fig. 1). These robots are under
development for assisting with various types of walking
locomotion [34], [6]. The inverse statics optimization method
presented here is used for control of the spine via bending,
and for conducting a design study of pretensioned elastic
lattices in the quadruped’s body.

III. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM FOR
TENSEGRITY ROBOTS

The following section formulates a static equilibrium con-
dition for tensegrity robots such that their cables counteract
forces and moments on their rigid bodies. The force density

method is reviewed and then is reformulated for compound
tensegrities. We derive the three-dimensional case here; Sec.
III-C notes minor modifications for two dimensions.

A. Definition of a Tensegrity Robot

Tensegrities can be described by a graph with n nodes
and m edges, ordered such that the first s edges represent
tensile cables, the last r edges represent thin rigid bars, and
r+ s = m. The graph structure is described by a connectivity
matrix C ∈ R(m×n), where member i connects nodes j and
k, j < k:

C(a,b) =


1 if a = i,b = j
−1 if a = i,b = k
0 else.

(1)

Each node has a corresponding mapping in E3 (or E2 for
planar robots). For example, Fig. 2 is a planar projection of
a tensegrity spine, with a connectivity matrix of

C =



0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 −1 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −1


, (2)

where the red rows represent the s = 4 cables and blue rows
are the r = 6 bars within the vertebrae.

Fig. 2: Example two-dimensional, two-vertebra tensegrity
spine. Blue circles are nodes, black edges are slender bars
(compression), and red edges are cables (tension).

B. The Force Density Method for Tensegrity Structures

The force density method (FDM) [29], [27] is a common
approach for calculating equilibrium forces in network struc-
tures. FDM makes the assumptions that (1) all nodes are pin-
jointed, (2) external forces are applied only at the nodes, and
(3) members are thin and massless. In this paper and others,



the mass of a tensegrity robot is modeled as gravitational
forces allocated among nodes in the network [32].

Given a point for each node in a Cartesian coordinate
system {x j,y j,z j}, the vectors x,y,z ∈ Rn represent the
coordinates for all nodes along the respective axis. Similarly,
px, py, pz ∈ Rn represent the external forces on each node
along the respective axis, and p =

[
p>x p>y p>z

]> ∈ R3n.
Denoting the force in member i as Fi, its length as `i, and
the structure’s force density vector as

qi = Fi/`i, q = [q1, . . . , qm]
> ∈ Rm, (3)

the equations describing the force balance at all nodes in a
network may then be written as in [29], [27], [32]:

C>diag(q)Cx = px

C>diag(q)Cy = py

C>diag(q)Cz = pz.

(4)

Since for two vectors a,b, diag(a)b = diag(b)a, eqn. (4) can
be reorganized into

Aq = p, (5)

where

A =

C>diag(Cx)
C>diag(Cy)
C>diag(Cz)

 ∈ R3n×m. (6)

A value for q that meets the constraint of eqn. (5) may be
computed as desired, e.g., with the constrained optimization
problem proposed in [32], though solutions may not exist in
general.

C. Compound Tensegrity Reformulation of the FDM

Examining Fig. 2, moments must be present at nodes 1
and 5, violating assumption (1) for FDM. For the two robots
studied here, eqn. (5) yields a set of inconsistent equations.

Define instead the compound tensegrity model, where
arbitrary moments can evolve at joints where bars rigidly
connect to other bars, forming a single rigid body. A per-
body force and moment balance are derived here from eqn.
(5), neglecting the now-internal forces in the bars.

1) Force Balance Per-Body: Assume that C is organized
according to blocks of connected bars, with b bodies (cf.
eqn. (2), block of bars in blue with columns 1-4 and 5-8,
b=2). If all bodies have the same number of nodes, define
the nodes per body as η = n/b ∈ Z+ (cf. eqn. (2), η = 4).
Otherwise let ηk be the number of nodes for body k, and
ηηη = [η1, . . . ,ηb]

> ∈ Zb
+. Then, a balance of forces per body

is given by the following modification to eqn. (5):

KAq = Kp, (7)

where for scalar η , define the compounding matrix K as

K = I3b⊗1>η , (8)

or with ηηη ,

K = I3⊗ K̃, K̃ =

1>η1
0

0
. . .

1>ηb

 ∈ Rb×n. (9)

Because the bars’ force densities are now internal to each
rigid body, eqn. (7) must be further modified to remove them
from the network. Examining the structure of C, the force
densities are implicitly organized into blocks for the cables
qs and the bars qr, so q = [q>s q>r ]>. Then define

H =

[
Is

0r×s

]
∈ R(s+r)×s, Hqs =

[
qs
0r

]
, (10)

which can be substituted into eqn. (7):

KAHqs = Kp, (11)

or equivalently,

A f qs = p f ,
A f = KAH
p f = Kp.

(12)

2) Moment Balance Per-Body: Similarly, the moments
due to both external forces and cable tensions on each node
must now be balanced per rigid body. Since this balance can
occur in an arbitrary frame, choose the origin. The moment
cross products can be calculated using a skew-symmetric
matrix for the moment arms, which are now simply the nodal
coordinates,

B =

 0 −Z Y
Z 0 −X
−Y X 0

 , (13)

where

X = diag(x), Y = diag(y), X = diag(z). (14)

So, pre-multiplying eqn. (5) by B yields moments applied to
a body at each node,

BAq = Bp. (15)

As with eqn. (12), the moment balance per body requires
compounding rows of eqn. (15) and removing bar members,
so is given by

Amqs = pm,
Am = KBAH
pm = KBp.

(16)

3) Combined Compound Static Equilibrium Constraint:
The force and moment balances can be consolidated into a
single system of linear equations,

Abqs = pb, (17)

where

Ab =

[
A f
Am

]
, pb =

[
p f
pm

]
. (18)

Eqn. (17) is the static equilibrium constraint used in the
remainder of this work, and allows the formulation of a
compound tensegrity network as a set of cable-balanced rigid
bodies. This procedure in the 2D case would instead use
B = [−Y X], and K̃ in place of K in eqn. (16).



IV. INVERSE STATICS OPTIMIZATION

Using eqn. (17), an optimal set of cable tensions can be
found. This section presents approaches for finding the nodal
applied forces p given different designs, a set of constraints
for feasibility of cable force densities qs on a physical robot,
and a quadratic program to find an optimal q∗s .

A. External Forces

The external applied forces p, not due to the cable net-
work, must be specified by the designer. If not calculated by
hand, there are at least two algorithmic ways to find p for
the given static equilibrium assumptions.

1) Removal of Anchor Nodes: First, any anchor nodes can
be removed from the force and moment balance in eqn. (17),
eliminating the need to pre-solve for corresponding entries
in p. Doing so allows arbitrary reaction forces to evolve at
these nodes, which may be useful for robots in which the
tensegrity network interfaces with another part of the system,
such as a spine to a hip. Define an indicator vector w whose
ith component is 0 if node i is an anchor node:

w ∈ {0,1}n, W = nonzero rows(diag(w)). (19)

Then, pattern W in each direction, as W f = I3 ⊗W.
Finally, applying W f before compounding per-body removes
anchor nodes’ forces from eqns. (12) and (16),

A f = KW f AH
p f = KW f p

Am = KW f BAH
pm = KW f Bp.

(20)

2) Pre-Solving at Pinned Joints: Alternatively, solutions
for a set of desired reaction forces at nodes r ∈ Rnd can
be used as part of whole-body motion planning. Once r is
calculated, it can be inserted into p for the corresponding
nodes. By combining desired reaction forces paired with a
pose, the tension network can be constrained to produce,
for example, specific frictional interactions. This approach
resembles a quasi-static version of methods such as [35] for
posture control and motion planning.

To calculate a r, let a set of other environmental forces
pext at each node be specified (for example, gravitational
forces). Use w as before, where where w(i) = 1 indicates a
pinned node, to isolate the coordinates of those nodes into
xv =W f x, similarly for yv and zv. Subscripts on the matrices
below will then indicate construction with either the full node
vectors x,y,z (size n) or the pinned node vectors xv,yv,zv
(size v) respectively. The static equilibrium constraint for the
reaction forces can be formulated by the same arguments as
eqn. (17), specifically

Gr = b, G =

[
G f
Gm

]
, b =

[
b f
bm

]
, (21)

where

G f = Kv

b f = Knpext

Gm = KvBv

bm = KnBnpext .
(22)

Here, indices in r do not correspond to indices in p, and so
must be tracked and re-inserted separately (example given in
accompanying software).

B. Constraints and Objective Function

With eqn. (17) and an appropriately-calculated p, an
optimization problem can be posed to find the optimal cable
tensions satisfying static equilibrium. Here, assume a linear
elastic model for the system’s cables, where cable i has
length `i, transmits scalar force Fi, has linear spring constant
κi, and is subject to a controller with input ui controlling the
contraction of the cable:

Fi = κi(`i−ui). (23)

A feasible input ui requires two main constraints: a min-
imum tension (equivalently, force density) to avoid slack
cables, and a saturation constraint preventing negative cable
rest lengths ui. These constraints provide upper and lower
bounds on the optimal force density. Define a scalar c > 0
to be the minimum permissible force density for any cable,
and c = c1s. The minimum tension constraint is then

−qs ≤−c. (24)

Next, to prevent negative rest lengths, it is required that

ui > 0, ∀ i = 1, . . . ,s (25)

and in practice, the designer should choose a value umin
i ,

or umin ∈ Rs in vector form, for robustness and to enforce
physical constraints. Substituting eqn. (23) into (25),

umin
i ≤ `i−

Fi

κi
, (26)

which can be equivalently written in the linear form

`iqi ≤ κi(`i−umin
i ), (27)

or as a system of equations with κκκ = diag(κκκ) and L =
diag(`̀̀),

Lqs ≤ κκκ(`̀̀−umin), (28)

and both constraints can be written compactly as[
L
−Is

]
qs ≤

[
κκκ(`̀̀−umin)
−c

]
. (29)

In addition, the total potential energy in the system can be
formulated via eqn. (23). Using this as an objective function
minimizes energy requirements for control. As a function of
the control input, the potential energy in the cable system is

PE =
1
2

s

∑
i=1

κi(`i−ui)
2. (30)

Substituting from eqn. (23) and reorganizing,

PEi =
1
2

q2
i
`2

i
κi
. (31)

Therefore, the total potential energy is quadratic in qs, as

PE =
1
2

q>s κκκ−1L2qs. (32)



C. Solution via a Quadratic Program

With the above quadratic cost and linear constraints, the
following quadratic program can be used to solve for the
optimal cable tensions for one pose of the robot. This
procedure is defined here as inverse statics optimization:

q∗s = argmin
qs

q>s Rqs (33)

s.t. Abqs = pb (34)
Sqs ≤ v, (35)

with

R = κκκ−1L2, S =

[
L
−Is

]
, v =

[
κκκ(`̀̀−umin)
−c

]
. (36)

An implementation of the above is provided by the authors
in MATLAB, using the quadprog solver1.

Similar optimization problems have been proposed for
Class-1-to-K tensegrity robots [32]. However, this is the
first approach that solves for the equilibrium tensions of
compound tensegrities and the first to address both energy
and saturation constraints (as in eqn. (29)).

For purposes of design, the optimization program (33-36)
can be used to generate an optimal q∗s in a single specified
pose of the tensegrity robot, i.e., one position of x,y,z. For
control, (33-36) can instead be used in a series of poses, ξξξ (t),
t = 1 . . .T , where ξξξ specifies the position and orientation
of each rigid body, from which all nodal positions may be
determined. Open-loop control can therefore be performed
by solving for a q∗s (t) and applying the corresponding control
inputs u, as motivated by other authors [32].

V. SIMULATIONS

Static equilibrium cable tensions in a tensegrity robot
provide a convenient simplification from dynamic behavior
for pseudo-static open-loop control [32]. In addition, manu-
facturing a set of elastic cables for a tensegrity robot (such
as in [19]) requires determining an initial pose, implicitly in
static equilibrium. Our proposed quadratic program (33-36)
provides a fast, exact solution to this problem for compound
tensegrity robots where previous techniques could not. This
section presents sets of simulations using the proposed
solution for these purposes. First, a version of the tensegrity
spine from Fig. 2 with multiple vertebra was simulated for
open-loop control, and second, the tensegrity quadruped from
Fig. 1 was simulated for mechanical design. Implementation
details for both sets of simulations, such as the trajectories
of poses ξξξ (t), can be found in the accompanying software
for this paper1.

A. Two-Dimensional Tensegrity Spine Robot

The inverse statics optimization problem was first used to
generate simulated control inputs for a five-vertebra version
of the planar tensegrity spine (Fig. 2) discussed in Sec. III-
A. The spine performed an upward bending motion, which
we have previously used to show beneficial movements of a

1https://github.com/apsabelhaus/tiso

Fig. 3: Simulation of a 2D tensegrity spine robot in a bending
motion, cables colorized according to set of vertebra, labelled
within one set. Initial pose is horizontal (gray).
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Fig. 4: Inverse statics optimization results for the bending 2D
spine from Fig. 3, same coloring and labeling. Significantly
larger trends exist between cables than between poses.

quadruped’s body and feet [34], [6]. The leftmost vertebra
was considered anchored, and the approach from Sec. IV-
A.1 was used. The model used only gravitational forces in
p due to a mass of 0.495 kg distributed to all nodes, as
well as a spring constant of κi = 4.8 lbf/in. Optimization
constants were c = 0.5 N/m, umin

i = 0.01 m. As shown in
Fig. 3, the spine traversed T = 20 poses from a horizontal
initial configuration to an upward-bent final configuration.

The inverse statics optimization problem generated the sets
of optimal forces shown in Fig. 4. Cables were organized
by color into sets between vertebra from left to right: red,
green, blue, magenta. Cables within a set were named with
the ordering from C in eqn. (2): “horizontal” top/bottom,
“saddle” bottom/top: HT, HB, SB, ST.

Solutions existed in all poses of the robot. Since the spine
is cantilevered, the leftmost cables required much higher
tensions to support the weight of the rest of the structure.
Small variations in tensions caused large changes in pose.
The horizontal-bottom cables were optimally tensioned at
umin

i , with the horizontal-top and saddle-bottom exerting the
most force for this counterclockwise bend.
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Fig. 5: Inverse statics optimization results for the quadruped
bending motion from Fig. 1. Robot moves from sagittal
extension at t=0 to sagittal flexion at t=20 (Fig. 1 top vs.
bottom). Unlike the 2D spine, tensions change dramatically
during the motion, from evenly tensioned when extended to
mostly ventral tension (HB) when flexed.

B. Three-Dimensional Tensegrity Quadruped

The inverse statics calculations were also used for design
of a tensegrity quadruped. The quadruped robot Laika uses a
tensegrity spine as its body [6], which in turn is constructed
using a pretensioned lattice of elastic material as per the
techniques in [19]. The authors’ initial prototypes of Laika
from [6] used hand-chosen tensions in the elastic lattice for
purposes of rapid prototyping. This paper introduces a design
study of lattice tensions for specific robot poses.

The quadruped robot in Fig. 1 models an updated version
of Laika, with total length of 95 cm and a mass of 7.3 kg.
A series of standing poses were chosen for simulation, with
the robot’s back arched to varying degrees (Fig. 1 top and
bottom), intended for studying interactions between spine
tensioning and locomotion gaits in future work.

The external force vector p was calculated by pre-solving
for reaction forces at the quadruped’s feet, treating them as
pinned joints as per Sec. IV-A.2. Additional constraints were
added such that Rx=0 and Ry=0, preventing frictional forces
from evolving at the feet (see accompanying software). The
optimization used c = 25 N/m, without the umin constraint.

The optimal cable tensions are shown in Fig. 5, proceeding
from spine extension at t=0 (Fig. 1 top) to flexion at t = T
(Fig. 1 bottom). Cables were labeled similarly to Fig. 4:
horizontal/saddle top, bottom, left, and right. Unlike the
bending spine, large changes in cable forces were seen as
the quadruped is pretensioned in different poses. Cable forces
were distributed somewhat evenly when in extension, but in
flexion, the horizontal-bottom cables (along the ventral edge)
supported the majority of the robot’s mass.

The results from Fig. 5 inform the design of future elastic
lattices for Laika. Generally, higher pretensions produce
higher stiffness in the robot. For walking gaits that require
flexibility, a pretensioned cable network with an extended
spine in equilibrium may be preferable, whereas if structural
stability is required, the flexed spine may be best.

VI. HARDWARE VALIDATION

Finally, we conducted a hardware test of pseudo-static
open-loop control for the two-dimensional spine, with a sin-
gle vertebra, to validate the accuracy of the static equilibrium
formulation. The test setup had the same relative geometry
as Fig. 2, but was scaled to be larger. It consisted of a 3D-
printed vertebra with m = 0.495 kg, sized approximately 20
cm x 20 cm, constrained between two plastic plates (Fig.
6). A camera connected to a computer running OpenCV was
pointed at the clear acrylic front plate, and tracked various
markers on the vertebra. A microcontroller controlled the
position of four brushless 30W DC motors from Maxon to
adjust the lengths of the four cables.

The test procedure consisted of first pinning the vertebra
into a pre-specified location, then tensioning each cable
by hand to approximately zero force. This calibration was
repeated between each test. Then, over the course of 80
seconds, control inputs from the inverse statics optimization
program were sent to the microcontroller, resulting in a
bending motion of the spine (Fig. 7). Ten repeated tests were
performed, and for each test, the position and rotation of the
vertebra were post-processed from the computer vision data.

Fig. 6: CAD render of the test setup. (a) Calibration markers
for the computer vision system, (b) front acrylic plate, (c)
vertebra, (d) motor assembly, (e) rear plate.

Fig. 7: Representative hardware test, final pose (initial pose
in dotted outline). Red dot indicates the center of mass of
the vertebra.



Fig. 8: Averaged trajectory of the center of mass of the
vertebra, over 10 trials. The spine moved along its intended
path with extremely small error.

Fig. 9: Tracking errors of the vertebra’s states, over 10 trials.
Red is mean, pink bounds are one standard deviation. Errors
are on the scale of the resolution of the camera (1 mm).

Fig. 8 and 9 show the position of the vertebra’s center
of mass, and the error between the intended trajectory and
the measured result. The mean result over the 10 trials is
shown in red, and the pink shaded regions show one standard
deviation. Errors were extremely small, three orders-of-
magnitude less than the size of the test setup and length
of the trajectory. In addition, the state errors of the center
of mass position were at or around the camera resolution of
approximately 1 mm.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The open-loop control test from Sec. VI demonstrates that
the proposed inverse statics optimization problem can gen-
erate physically accurate cable tensions to hold a compound
tensegrity robot in equilibrium poses. The few sources of
error in the test, including friction and calibration, caused
only very small drift in the vertebra’s path, as is expected
in open loop. Therefore, it is expected that the 3D inverse
statics program would perform similarly well (e.g., for a
manufactured prototype lattice of a tensegrity quadruped).

To the best of our knowledge, these results provide the first
general mathematical model of compound tensegrity robots.

This model is supported by simulations showing its use for
control and design, in addition to a hardware experiment
validating these calculations. The approach opens the field to
novel designs and control systems for compound tensegrity
robots that are grounded by a unifying theoretical model, and
by effect, expands the possibilities for innovative solutions
to pressing problems in soft robotics.

Though the proposed inverse statics optimization rou-
tine is fast (as a quadratic program), easy to formulate
(in comparison to approaches such as [9]), and apparently
physically valid, it has limitations. This statics model does
not lend itself to feedback control, and only applies under the
specific conditions of compound tensegrity robots. Models
for the standard Class-1-to-K tensegrity robots are much
more advanced.

Consequently, future work on compound tensegrity robot
modeling will include the structures’ dynamics, with a goal
to create a general model in the same vein as [3]. In addition,
although statics-based open-loop control has worked well
for other tensegrities [32], future research will extend to
closed-loop control systems for compound tensegrity robots.
Techniques as diverse as [30], [31], [25] will be considered.
Finally, these models will be used for design studies of
locomotion for quadruped robots such as [6].
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